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Academy chair

This chair offers various levels of support within a simple framework which has an 

appearance very similar to other chairs in the classroom.  This makes integration into 

mainstream situations easier and promotes a more socially inclusive environment.  The 

Academy chair is fully adjustable in seat depth, hip guide, seat height, lateral support and 

footplate height. The chair has both caster and no caster adjustable leg options. CAYPELS 

has the Academy chair in size 0 and size 1.
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Adjustable School Table

Adjustable School Table. Red frame cream tray. A work surface of 77 x 64cm. The height 

adjustment is secured

with hand wheels on each upright.
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Bingo Evo Mini Stroller
Bingo Evo Mini by Hoggi is a specialised Early Intervention Tilt-in-space pushchair with a 

wide range of accessories and options to meet many requirements.
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Bingo Evo Cobra High-Low Indoor base

The seat unit of the Bingo Evo easily transfers out of the stroller base and into the Cobra 

indoor base for feeding and activity times. Lower down the floor for playing and activities, 

and raise up to a table for meal time! Tilt settings can still be adjusted in the same way as 

the stroller base.
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Bingo Evo IV Pole
An IV pole is available to allow for high dependency users. It fits all size Bingos and comes 

with a mounting bracket for attachment to the mobility base.
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CAP Drive in Wheelchair Table

The fold-up panel allows a chair to be driven under the table without assistance. This panel 

can then be lowered to provide a table surface with minimum irregularity. The hinged lift-up 

panel is made from light weight material and is also supported when in the down position. 
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Disc’o’sit cushion
A plastic, air-filled, disc-shaped cushion with raised plastic bubbles on top to be sat, stood or 

knelt on.642 Standard/large - blue.1113, 1473 Junior - red
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First Class Chair

Accessories include:- tray, footrest & heel loop, Headrest, hip guides, mobility base and 

support kit. Features a height and depth adjustable seat with a 15º anterior or posterior tilt. 

The armrests are height and width adjustable. Includes a mobility base. Size 1 & Size 2
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Floor Sitter Support Cushion
Floor Sitter Support Cushion "C" shaped upholstered foam cushion for supported floor 

siting.
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Gravity Chair

Gravity Chair comes with mobile base and foam tray.  Low ctr of gravity to offer a stable 

seating position. The seating configuration utilizes gravity to ‘hold’ the individual very 

comfortably. Raised armrests ‘bolster’ the user laterally. This high position of the armrests 

facilitates free breathing to enable increased blood oxygen. Sz 1
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Harvest Positioning system

HGC248-Harvest Abduction Cushion for knees. 680 x 515mm. HGC249-Harvest Universal 

Cushion- Size 1. 410 x 310mm.HGC252-Harvest Positioning Cushion for heel. Size 412 x 

228mm. HGC253-Harvest Positioning Cushion for Hand. Size 412 x 228mm. HGC250-Harvest 

Universal Cushion- Size 2. 640 x 440mm. HGC254-Harvest Positioning Cushion for Hip. Size 

342 x 300mm. HGC257-Harvest Half Moon Positioning Cushion. HGC251-Harvest Cylinder 

Cushion- Size Ø210 x 600mm. HGC255-Harvest Decubitus Positioning Cushion. Size 1830 x 

666mm.
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IKEA Klammig Highchair Supporting cushion
With this inflatable cushion, your child gets a soft support that helps them sit steadily and 

comfortably at the dining table. Grey with yellow trim
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IKEA PYTTIG Highchair Supporting cushion

The cover is machine washable and easy to put on and take off.

Supporting cushion and cover, red, blue. Fill with as much air as needed to give the child 

good support. Some with 2 x Foam base inserts.
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Jazz EASYS Seating System

Jazz Easy Pushchair Base/Seat with Abduction block for positioning the thighs, Folding hood, 

Transit tie-down system, Range of chest harnesses and hip belts, footrest and tray. For use 

with Hi Lo base and Push chair base. Sz 1 & 2.
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Jazz EASYS Tray Jazz Easy Perspex tray to fit Jazz Easy Seating 4

JCM Sunbeam Infant Chair

A supportive rocking infant chair for age 3 months to 3 years. Rocking action which can be 

disengaged. The tilt in space and recline functions. Has a lightweight plastic frame and 

removable, washable covers and adjustable tray. Large range of size adjustment, back 

recline and tilt in space
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Jenx Atom

Modern, child centred styling combined with a comprehensive range of support options 

make Atom the ideal seating system to give children with additional postural needs the right 

amount of support to develop correct seating posture and function. Size AT01
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Jenx Bumble Bee
A modular seating system on a height adjustable hydraulic base with a tilt in space 

mechanism. For children aged 4 months to 4 1/2 yrs
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Jenx Corner Chair 
A compact padded corner seat with a detachable abduction block. The back height is 

adjustable and the top section can be removed to leave hip supported. Size 1, 2 & 3
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Jenx Easel Table

A tilting adjustable table for children. With its wide under surface access, it can 

accommodate a large range of chairs and standers. It is available in 2 szs, with a number of 

adjustable features. 3 sides of the table have a permanent edge and the fourth has a 

removable edge, that can be used when the table is inclined. Large
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Jenx Gamma Chair

A mobile, height adjustable seating system featuring tilt in space, anterior seat tilt and 

backrest recline. Seating features adjustable postural supports including headrest, thoracic 

and hip pads, knee blocks and sandal foot supports. A push handle and tray are also 

featured. 1

Jenx Giraffe seat

A multi-adjustable seat with posture supports designed primarily to break the strong 

extensor pattern in children with high muscle tone. It has a wooden tray which attaches to 

height and angle adjustable armrests. Size 9 months to 4 years
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Jenx Ladybird Seat

Portable corner chair  supports a child sitting at floor level in a prone sitting position. 

Features a seating surface with slight forward tilt, chest and back supports and a height 

adjustable tray. Size 9 months to 3 years.
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Jenx Turtle Seat

Portable corner chair  supports a child sitting at floor level in a prone sitting position. 

Features a seating surface with slight forward tilt, chest and back supports and a height 

adjustable tray. Size 1 to 5 years.
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Kelly Chair
A steel frame chair with height adjustable, removable armrests and height adjustable legs. 

Sizes -  Infant, Preschool,  Youth 
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Ladder back Chair

 The Ladder Back Chair is used for passive movement to promote and strengthen active 

movement. In various positions the Ladder Back Chair is used for reach, extension and grasp 

exercises of the upper limbs, sit to stand exercises and practice of active stepping.
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Leckey Early Activity System

A portable fabric mat with a kit of supports, wedges and rolls designed to help promote 

activity in children from approximately 6-36 months old. It provides moveable, flexible 

components to enable the child to engage in supported activities. Key positions encouraged 

are supine laying, prone laying, side laying, sitting on the floor with legs extended and four 

point kneeling.
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Leckey Easy Seat

A child's low to the ground seat. It has a high level of adjustability and accessories that 

enable it to grow with a child. Features seat depth adjustment, lower leg adjustment and 

backrest height adjustment. t. Sz 1, 2 & 4 
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Leckey Mygo Seating System on hi-lo base

Mygo Seat’s innovatively designed split seat base enables the legs to move independently 

beyond the midline to accommodate windsweeping postures. A range of up to 13° 

abduction and 10° adduction may be achieved, whilst offsetting the hip guides can aid in 

accommodating more extreme windsweeping. This ensures a more comfortable, stable and 

functional position for the child. A choice of laterals, the shoulder section accessory and a 

variety of harnesses gives Mygo Seat its exceptional ability to support the upper body and 

head which is vital for promoting upper limb function.
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Leckey Sleep form

The Sleep form system provides seamless maintenance of a child's 24-hour postural care 

program. It consists of a Sleep form mattress, an Air-flow mattress, knee pillows and rolls, 

pump and Sleep form bag. The system can be used in a cot or a bed and is designed 

specifically for children within three different age groups ranging from 0 - 18 years. Cot Size 

1-2 & Single bed Sz 3-4
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Leckey Squiggles Seating System

The Squiggles Seat is able to help kids to carry out everyday functions at home, in the classroom or 

even out and about. The flexible sacral cushion - which can be shaped to the child’s lower back - 

supports the lower spine in the desired position by encouraging a degree of forward tilt in the pelvis 

and lower trunk extension. The ramped base cushion prevents the child sliding forward. Other features 

include a 4 point cushioned pelvic harness which is adjustable to give a secure, stable base of support. 

Hip guides are also adjustable for optimised postural support. Contoured back can be adjusted to the 

child’s height. Cushioned lateral supports provide side support to help maintain a safe, upright 

position. Squiggles seat for children aged 1-5 years.
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Move 'n' sit cushion
An inflatable, dynamic wedge shaped cushion that is made of rubber. The seating surface is 

covered with eight millimetre high projections. Available in two sizes - Adult and Junior
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Ottobock Kimba seat with street frame

For children aged 1 to 10 years who need more support, the Kimba Neo rehab buggy is the 

ideal solution. Adjustable frame suspension ensures a smoother ride and less vibration 

transfer to the child. 
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Ottobock kimba cross frame
The sporty Kimba Cross mobility base is designed like a jogger pushchair. It has two rear 

wheels and one front wheel with BMX tyres. Ideal for any excursion in the great outdoors.
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Ppod
The P pod supporting seating system is ideal for use in home or school environment. The P 

Pod is the only beanbag system with postural support.

Rifton Activity Chair

Rifton’s Activity Chair can be either a basic chair for a client who needs just a little 

support, or it can offer significant support for more involved individuals. The hi/lo 

base allows the client to participate in activities in a variety of setting, from a school 

table to the family dinner table. Each size of Activity Chair has so much growth 

potential that it will provide many years of service. The tray clips on and off with one 

hand. The adjustable headrest allows for the clients head to be kept in a neutral 

position.
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Shuttle Discovery Seating

The Shuttle Seating system is a postural support system suitable for children. The seating 

can be removed and placed on a variety of bases including a high-low base (launcher), a 

three-wheeled stroller (verve or moon buggy), four-wheeled stroller (verve), floor stands, or 

used stand-alone as a floor sitter. Can be customised to suit the individual child.
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Shuttle Launcher Hi Lo Base / launcher The Shuttle Launcher high-low base for use with shuttle Discovery seating 2

Special Tomato Sitter with Tilt Wedge or 

Wooden Base

A soft contoured seat with an anti thrust seating surface covered with a seam free 

waterproof material. It has an in built abductor, contoured head and lateral supports and an 

adjustable 5 point positioning harness. Attachment straps are provided for securing the seat 

to a standard chair. Size 1, 2 & 3 
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TAD Joey Corner chair and Table

A made to measure, child's timber corner chair and table. The chair can be made with a 

raised seat for high sitting or a low seat for long sitting with or without wrap arounds. It has 

a cylindrical abduction peg. The table has a semi-circular front edge and cut out section to 

fit around the child's body.
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TAD Kangaroo Chair and table

A low, timber chair with a flat upright backrest with two side wing panels and a free 

standing, semi-circular shaped table. Suitable for positioning children in long term sitting. 

Suitable for children aged 2-5 years. 1398 has laterals
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TAD Rawson Height Adjustable Chairs & Tables

A height adjustable, timber chair and table for a child of pre-school age. The chair has a 

straight seat and back. The table slides over the chair armrests. Pommel not available. 

Tables adjust from 32 cm - 39 cm
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Techno High Chair
Compact & free-standing high chair when folded. Five height positions & three backrest 

positions. Swivel castors with rear lockable brakes. Convenient storage basket.
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Tumble Form feeder and Base

Contoured for correct postural seating with an integrated abduction roll. The hips are 

positioned at 90 degrees and the backrest rounded to keep the shoulders slightly forward. 

The high back supports the head. Sm, Med, Lge
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Tumble Form Feeder seat tray Free standing height and angle adjustable sloped tray for use with Tumble form feeder 2


